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Abstract
This TIP proposes an option for frames that allows users to set the background of the window to be an image.
Rationale
Just a there is an -image option for button widgets, this TIP suggests that a -backgroundimage option for frames be implemented. The image should be either an entire single image, or a smaller image that would be tiled, with a -tile option. Tiling would repeat, as needed, a smaller image to fit the visible area of the frame.
If the image was tiled, then it should be re-tiled as needed during a resize. The image would reside behind any other decoration or other widgets that resided in the frame. The image should be re-configurable to replace the image and/or remove it, as with a button image.
This TIP should allow some rather classy looking tcl/tk programs to be created with much ease.
Proposed Change
Two new options are proposed for frame widgets, to be manipulated using the normal configure and cget methods:
-backgroundimage imageName - This gives the name of an image (as created by image create) that is to be painted onto the widget immediately after the painting of the solid background colour. If imageName is the empty string (the default) no image will be painted. The painting of the image will be controlled by the -tile option.
-tile boolean - If this option gives boolean as true, the image will be painted such that the top-left corner corresponds to the top-left corner of the frame, and then subsequently repeatedly painted (with no gaps between the areas painted) to the right and below that initial painting until such time as the entire widget is covered by copies of the image. If this option gives boolean as false, the image will only be painted once, such that the center of the image painted is coincident with the center of the frame widget.
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